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FAST EQUILIBRIUM SELECTION BY RATIONAL
PLAYERS LIVING IN A CHANGING WORLD
BY KRZYSZTOFBURDZY, DAVID M. FRANKEL,AND ADY PAUZNER1
We study a coordination game with randomly changing payoffs and small frictions in
changing actions. Using only backwards induction, we find that players must coordinate on
the risk-dominant equilibrium. More precisely, a continuum of fully rational players are
randomly matched to play a symmetric 2 x 2 game. The payoff matrix changes according
to a random walk. Players observe these payoffs and the population distribution of actions
as they evolve. The game has frictions: opportunities to change strategies arrive from
independent random processes, so that the players are locked into their actions for some
time. As the frictions disappear, each player ignores what the others are doing and
switches at her first opportunity to the risk-dominant action. History dependence emerges
in some cases when frictions remain positive.
KEYWORDS:

Equilibrium selection, risk-dominance, dynamic games, payoff shocks.

1. INTRODUCTION

GAMES WITHMULTIPLESTRICTNASH EQUILIBRIApresent a major challenge for

game theory. Most equilibrium refinements do not select a unique equilibrium
in such games, and those that do are not unanimous in their predictions. These
difficulties have motivated an interest in explicitly modelling dynamic processes
by which play might evolve. By tracing a gradual process in which players adjust
their actions in response to past play, one could hope to identify conditions that
govern whether players will eventually coordinate on an equilibrium and, if so,
on which one.
Most dynamic models have focused on the evolution of play in a fixed world.
We assume instead that payoffs change randomly over time. In many of the
concrete examples of multiple equilibria, such as the choice between technological standards or the economy's coordination on high or low activity, the
assumption of changing payoffs is more realistic. The state of technological
knowledge, oil prices, and weather conditions are only a few of many factors
that change over time and affect the relative appeal of different actions.
The model has a continuum of fully rational players who are randomly
matched in pairs to play a symmetric 2 X 2 game with strategic complementarities. There are frictions: in each period, each player has only a small probability
1A subsequent paper that applies the techniques of this paper to a macroeconomic context and
generalizes some of its results has already appeared in the QuarterlyJournal of Economics (Frankel
and Pauzner (2000)). While that paper has come to print earlier, we would like to stress that it builds
on the techniques and results of this paper. We are grateful for the helpful comments of Elchanan
Ben-Porath, Eddie Dekel, Tzachi Gilboa, Philip Reny, Ariel Rubenstein, an editor and three
anonymous referees, and seminar participants at Berkeley, Brown, Cornell, Harvard, Hebrew U.,
LSE, Northwestern, Penn, Pittsburgh, Princeton, Stanford, Tel Aviv, the Technion, University
College London, UCSD, and U. Washington. Burdzy was supported in part by NSF Grant 9322689.
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of being able to changeher action.The payoffmatrixof the game changesevery
period, accordingto a random walk. We assume that, in the (perhaps very
distant)future, the cumulativechanges in payoffs have the potential to make
either action strictlydominant.
We focus on the limit case in which the frictions become small, so that
players' opportunitiesto change actions occur more and more often.2 The
model becomes dominance-solvable. At any given time, the equilibrium that is

risk-dominant
mustbe played.Moreover,convergenceto that equilibriumoccurs
as fast as the frictionsallow.
This contrastswith the predictionsof most dynamicrandommatchingmodels
with players who are not fully rational (such as Kandori, Mailath, and Rob
(1993) and Foster and Young (1990)). In such models, when there is selection
(e.g., as mutations go to zero), it takes a relativelyweak form: the selected
equilibriumis playedalmostall of the time in the ultra-longrun. Our result also
contrastswith selection in other matchingmodels with rationalplayers,where
equilibriumrefinements have typically been needed (e.g., Matsui and Matsuyama (1995)).

The result is driven by a contagion argument.Because of strategiccomplementaritiesin the static game, playershave an incentiveto pick the same action
that their opponents are likely to choose. Hence, if a player picks her action
when the game's parametersare near a region where an action a is strictly
dominant,she has an incentiveto pick that action as well. This is because while
she is locked into her action, random payoff changes are likely to move the
game into the region of strict dominance,leading some of the player'sopponents to pick a. So a must be playedwhen sufficientlyclose to the dominance
region. But then a must be played when sufficientlyclose to this adjacent
region, and so on.
In the limit as frictionsbecome small, this iterativeprocess covers the entire
parameter space, giving unique predictions of what players will do in any
situation. This result depends cruciallyon the assumptionthat only a small
proportionof playerschangeactionsin each period,so that two playersmatched
at randomwill almost alwayshave chosen their actions seeing differentpayoffs.
Without this, there,might be multiple equilibriafor some parameters,since a
player'soptimal action could depend on what others plan to do at the same
payoffs.
We also consider the case in which frictionsremain large but payoff shocks
shrink to zero. If players are completely patient, the same result obtains: the
risk-dominantequilibriumis selected. With impatience,players'strategies are
still uniquely determined,but they now take into account the distributionof
actions in the population.In particular,there can be historydependence:for a
range of payoffs,if enoughplayersare initiallyplayinga given action,the rest of
the populationmust follow.
2In taking this limit as frictions become small, we also shrink the time between periods, in order
to retain the property that each player has only a small chance to change actions in a given period.
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This paper is related to papers by Carlsson and van Damme (1993) and
Matsui and Matsuyama (1995). The former analyzes a static game in which two
players each receive a slightly noisy signal of the game's payoffs. Iterative strict
dominance leads to the selection of the risk-dominant equilibrium through a
contagion argument. Matsui and Matsuyama study a dynamic model in which a
large population of players are randomly matched to play a static game. There
are multiple rational expectations equilibria; however, only the stationary state
in which the risk-dominant equilibrium is played possesses certain stability
properties. Our model resembles that of Matsui and Matsuyama, but the payoffs
in the static game change randomly over time. This gives rise to a unique
outcome. Like Carlsson and van Damme, we prove this using a contagion
argument. However, our contagion mechanism is fundamentally different from
theirs since our model is dynamic and, as such, has state variables that have the
potential to generate history dependence. The key to our argument is showing
that the effect of the state variables is offset by players' future behavior. The
relations among these three papers are discussed in detail in Section 4.
Another related paper is Frankel and Pauzner (2000). They apply some of the
techniques of this paper to a continuous-time macroeconomic model in which
workers choose between two sectors, one of which has external increasing
returns and is subject to productivity shocks. The paper also studies extensions
to cases not analyzed in this paper. In particular, it identifies conditions under
which there is a unique equilibrium of the dynamic game with nonvanishing
frictions and shocks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The model is presented in
Section 2. Section 3 presents the results and their intuitions, with proofs
deferred to the Appendix. In Section 4 we review related literature. Section 5
concludes with a discussion of how the results depend on the various features of
the model.

2.

THE MODEL

2.1. The Static Game
We consider a symmetric static game with two actions, R and L. Payoffs
depend on a random parameter Bt that changes over time: if a player playing a
meets a player playing a' at time t, her payoff in the static game is u(a, a', B).
Higher values of Bt raise the relative payoff to playing R while lower values
make L more desirable. More precisely, the relativepayoff to playing R against
the action a, A(a, Bt) = u(R, a, Bt) - u(L, a, Bt), is strictly increasing and continuously differentiable in Bt.
The game has strategic complementaries. That is, the relative payoff to
playing R is higher when one's opponent is playing R: A(R, Bt) > A(L, Bt).3
The following is an example of the time-t payoff matrix.
3This assumption also ensures that only (R, R) and (L, L) can ever be pure Nash equilibria.
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R
L

R

L

3?+Bt,3?+B,
0,2+B,

2+Bt,O0
4,4

An action is p-dominant(Morris,Rob, and Shin (1995))if it is a best response
wheneverthe opponent is expected to play that action with probabilityat least
p. We say that an action is exactlyp-dominant if a player is indifferent when her

opponent puts a weight of exactly p on that action.4 (Equivalently,p is the
smallest number for which the action is p-dominant.)Clearly, R is exactly
p-dominantif and only if L is exactly(1 -p)-dominant.
This terminologypermitsa convenientrescaling.We denote by BP the value
of Bt at which R is exactlyp-dominantin the static game:
(1)

pu(R, R, BP) + (1 -p)u(R,

L, BP)

==pu(L, R, BP) + (1 -p)u(L,

L, BP).

In the above game, for instance, when Bt = 0, R is exactly 0.4-dominant,so
0 = B04. Note that BP is decreasingin p: if a player'sopponent plays R with
higherprobability,the playerwill be willingto play R at lower values of Bt. An
action is risk-dominant
(Harsanyiand Selten (1988))if it is a best responsewhen
one's opponent is expected to play both actionswith equal probabilities.In our
terminology,R is risk-dominantwhenever Bt > B1/2 and L is whenever B? <
B1/2.

2.2. The Dynamic Context
The game takes place in a sequence of periods at times t = ,2r, 3r, ....

There is a continuumof playersof measure 1. In each period, a subset of the
playersis randomlyselected to revise their actions.Each playerhas an independent chance kT of receiving an action revision opportunity.5We assume no
aggregate uncertainty;6hence, in each period a measure kT of players can
change actions.When k is large,we say that frictionsare small since a player's
expected lock-intime 1/k is short.
After actions are revised,the payoffparameterchangesrandomly(from Bt
to B). We assume that it follows a random walk: it jumps by either ,ur + 4;; or
4For the purpose of the definition, we allow p to take values outside the interval [0, 1]. For
example, if R is exactly - 0.2-dominant, it is strictly dominant.
5The assumption that the action revision rate is independent of a player's current action is for
expositional simplicity only; see the discussion in Section 5.2.
Judd (1985) discusses some technical problems that arise with a continuum of i.i.d. variables.
Boylan (1992) and Gilboa and Matsui (1992) offer possible solutions in the context of random
matching.
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DLLr

with equal probabilities. We use this formulation so that the real-time
oCV+,

mean and variancedo not depend on the parameterr: for any times t > t' that
are both integer multiples of , the random variable Bt - Bt has mean ,ut-t')

and variance a 2(t

-

t').

We refer to , as the trend of B and to

oU2

as the

variance.

Followingthe changein the payoffparameter,anothersubset of the playersis
selected and randomlymatched in pairs. Each pair collects the static game
payoffscorrespondingto the actionsinto which they are currentlylocked and to
the new value of the randomparameter.Each playerhas an independentchance
mr of being matched;the measureof matchedplayersis thus mr.
Let Xt be the proportionof playerslocked into R after actionsare revisedin
period t. We refer to Xt as the "state of play,"Bt as the "state of the world,"
and the pair (Bt, Xt) as the "state of the environment."The public historyat
time t is the evolutionof the environmentuntilperiod t - T, (Be, X1,).=O t.-T
(The initial values (BO,X0) are given.) A player's private history at time t
0

consists of her actions and the details of her matches through period t - r. A
player's information set at time t = T, 2T,... is given by the public history,

together with her private history. Strategiesare functions, from the set of all
informationsets to the set of mixturesover {R, LI, that indicatewhat a player
will do should she have an action revisionopportunity.7
When a player has a revisionopportunity,she chooses the best action given
the probabilitydistributionover paths (Bv)v=t,t+.
and her beliefs about the
path of play (Xv)v=t,t+7

that will result from any given realization of

any period v, a player is matchedwith probabilitym-r to an
(Bv)v=tt+...
opponentwho plays R with probabilityXv and L with probability1 - Xv. If she
is locked into action a E{R, LI, her expected payoff in the period is thus
IIn

mr(Xvu(a, R, B) + (1 -Xv)u(a, L, Bv)). This payoff is relevant to her time t

decision only if she has no revisionopportunitiesbetween times t and v. This

event has the probability (1 - kr)(`-)/T.
R in period t is8

(2)

Hence, her relative payoff to choosing

T
mr(1 -kr) e-)(V5-)(Xv

Lv=t,

A(R,

Bv) + (1 -Xv)

A(L, Bv))]

t+ T . ...

where r ? 0 is the common discount rate. A player chooses R if this relative
payoff is positiveand L if it is negative.Note that the relativeweight on period
v, (1 - kr)(v-t)/Te-`(v-t),

depends on k. When revision opportunities are fre-

quent (k large),playersput most of the weight on payoffsthat they receivevery
7A given strategy profile gives rise to a particular dynamical system. Let ht denote the vector of
private histories at time t. Let R(ht) denote the probability that a randomly selected player chooses
R after the history ht. (If players use only pure strategies, R(ht) is just the proportion who choose
?_o-f
with equal probabilities.
R.) Then Xt = Xt -,(1 - k) + kTR(ht), while Bt = Bt- T+
8This holds because the player's action choice can have no influence over which path
will occur, since any player's action will be observed by only a countable number of
(XU)U=tt+T....
other players.
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soon. Nevertheless, we will see that more distant events remain important
because of backwardsinduction.
Finally,to give our iterativedominanceargumenta place to start,we assume
the existence of dominanceregions.For Bt-, large enough,
(3)

E[

E

mr(1 -kT)

e`

(L- t),A(L)

B,,)dv

Bt

> 0,

Lv =t, t+ 'r . ...

which implies that R is strictlydominant.For Bt- r small enough,
(4)

E

mT(l -k)

Te-)e(v-t)A(R,

Bv)dv Bt-7] < 0,

Lv =t, t+ 'r .... .

so that L is strictlydominant.
3.

SOLVING THE MODEL

Rather than looking for equilibria, we analyze the game using a more
primitive solution concept: the iterative elimination of conditionally dominated

strategies(see Fudenbergand Tirole (1991)).This is essentiallythe extension of
backwardsinductionto infinite horizon games. It is importantto note that, in
our model, iterativeconditionaldominanceis not a refinementof Nash equilibrium: every Nash equilibrium outcome of the dynamic game survives the
iterativeprocess.9
When carryingout the iterativeprocedure,we use a simple method to keep
track of the strategies that survive each successive round of elimination.We
consider the space 9{ X [0,1] of all conceivable values of the current state
(Bt, Xe). When we discover that R must be played in all survivingstrategies
after any public history ht that ends in the state (Bt, Xe), we tag the state with
'R'.10We do the same for L.
9This is because players are small and anonymous, so that no unilateral deviation can alter the
probability distribution of reached information sets. Therefore, given a Nash equilibrium, one can
alter the strategies in any way at unreached information sets and the resulting strategy profile will
remain a Nash equilibrium. In particular, one can adjust the strategies at unreached information sets
so that the overall equilibrium is subgame perfect and thus survives iterated conditional dominance.
To make this argument precise, let s be a Nash equilibrium strategy profile, and let s(b, x) denote
the play prescribed by s if the initial state is (BO,X0) = (b, x). We construct a subgame perfect
equilibrium s^that has the same distribution of equilibrium paths as s as follows. If the public
history at time t is consistent with s, players continue to play according to s. (In particular, they
ignore deviations by individual opponents.) Otherwise, let v < t be the earliest period such that the
public history at time t is consistent with all players having 'reset their clocks to zero' at time v and
having played according to s(Bv, X,) thereafter. Under the new profile s^,players continue to
conform to s(Bv, Xv) after seeing the history ht. Clearly, s^induces the same equilibrium play as s
and is subgame perfect. (We thank Philip Reny for suggesting this argument.)
l0Since the random walk is a discrete process, 9 X [0, 1] may include some states that cannot be
reached from a given (BO,X0). This does not present a problem; by tagging unreachable states, we
do not alter the set of surviving strategies.
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Xt =1I

L

R0

?

\

Bx/=

Bt
FIGURE 1.-The

iterative elimination procedure.

Suppose a player receives an action revision opportunityat time t. If B, is
large enough, R is strictlydominant,so the playerwill choose R regardlessof
her beliefs over which strategiesare used by the other players.Let f0 be the
boundaryof the regionwhere R is strictlydominant(i.e., where (3) holds).This
is depictedin Figure 1. To the rightof f 0, we knowthat the playermust choose
R; on or to the left of f0 we cannot yet say what the player does. We tag the
region to the right of f0 with 'R'. This correspondsto eliminating all the
strategies in which any player ever chooses L in states (Bt, X) that are to
the right of f0.
In the second step we assume that a player believes that other playerswill
alwayschoose R when they are strictlyto the rightof f0. With this belief, there
is a new boundary,f1, such that a playermust choose R when she is strictlyto
the right of f1. f1 must lie weakly to the left of f0, since knowingthat other
playerswill sometimeschoose R can only make R a more appealingaction. In
the next step we find f2 and so on. Let F be the limit of the sequence
f0, f.1....

Whenever (B1,

Xt)

is strictly to the right of F, any player who is called

to act must choose R. In a similarway,startingan iterativeprocessfrom the left
side of the environmentspace where the action L is dominant,we constructa
sequence go, g1,.. ., with limit G.
In all strategiesthat survivethe iterativeprocedure,R is playedto the rightof
F and L is played to the left of G. We cannot preclude the possibilityof a
region (denoted by '2' in Figure 1) between the two curves. Because it is not
tagged with 'R' or 'L', we cannot say how playerswill act in this region (if it
exists).Different strategiesmightpartitionthis region into R and L in different
ways, and their prescriptionsmight even depend on aspects of the historythat
are not reflectedin the time-t environmentspace.

3. 1. Results

We have resultsfor two limitingcases: smallfrictionsand small noise. In both
cases, we take the period length T to zero first.This ensures that the impactof
the Tk playerswho revise actions simultaneouslyin each period is negligible
relative to the effects of the randomchanges in B, which are of order oVY.H1
11The fact that the random changes in B are proportional to the square root of the time interval
is not a special feature of a random walk; it must hold for any stochastic process with independent
increments. See Section 5.1.
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xt = 1

L

F=G

R

x= 0

Bt

1B/2

FIGURE 2.-Case

of vanishing frictions (k

->

oo).

Theorem 1 pertainsto the case of small frictions:when k tends to infinity.In
the limit, F and G coincide with the vertical line at B1/2. This is depicted in
Figure 2. Apart from a vanishingrange of values of B, around B1/2, a player's
choice between L and R is uniquelydeterminedby the state of the world B,.
The player simplyplays the action that would be a best response in the static
game againstan opponentwho puts equal weight on R and L.
THEOREM
1: Limk o"lim, OF="limk oim, oG =B"2.
Equivalently,for any 8 > 0, there is a k and a function T0 ) > 0 such that if k > k
and T < T(k), then R must be played whenever Bt > B1/2 + ? and L whenever

B <B1/2-g
This result has strong implicationsfor the evolution of aggregateplay in the
population.For almost any initial state, the populationquicklycoordinateson
the action that is risk-dominant.A dynamicinterpretationis that the population
follows the evolution of the world. Whenever B1 is above B1/2, the whole
populationplays R, while when Bt is below B1/2, all playerscoordinateon L.
Switchingbetween equilibriaoccursvery quicklywheneverBt crosses B1/2.
Our second result (Theorem 2) concerns the case in which frictions remain
positiveand insteadthe trend and varianceof the payoffparametertend to zero.
Once again,the environmentspace is divideduniquelyinto R and L regions.If
the playersare perfectlypatient,the risk-dominantequilibriumis againselected.
But if players are impatient,the curve that separatesthe R and L regions is
downwardsloping rather than vertical.An exampleis depicted in Figure 3. (In
general the curve need not be straight.)
The fact that the indifferenceline is downwardsslopingmeans that for some
intermediate range of values of Bo there is historydependence:the action
playerschoose dependson the currentstate of play Xt. In this region,if enough
players are playing R, the rest of the populationwill follow; otherwise, play
convergesto L.
Xt = I

L
Xt

=

o

\F=G

R

1I

FIGURE3C

oswcnnodnB

FIGURE 3.-Case

of slowly changing world and fixed frictions.

Bt
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where h(x)=
oG =Bh,
>OF= limo, ,O1im7
(rx + k)/(r + 2k) and Bh( denotes the curve Bt = BI(xt).
Equivalently,for any 8 > 0, there are f > 0, > 0, and a function T( ) > 0, such
that if a < U, I 1 I< )i, and T < T(o-), then R must be played wheneverBt > BIh(X)
+ 8 and L wheneverBt <BI(Xt) 8.
THEOREM 2: Lim,
,ol

01im

REMARK: As players become patient (r

-*

0), h(x) converges to

2-

so the

result convergesto that of Theorem 1.
The proofs of the two theorems are somewhattechnical and appear in the
Appendix.Intuitionsare given below.
3.2. Intuitionfor Theorem 1

We will explainwhy R must be played to the right of B1/2 in the limit as
T->

0 and then k -* x. The argument that L must be played to the left of B1/2

is analogous. To go through the iterative elimination, we need to build a
sequence of curvessuch that a playermust play R to their right.The functions
f n, definedon p. 169, are difficultto workwith since we know little about their
shapes. Instead,we workwith sequences of functionswhose form we do know:
downwardssloping,almostverticalstraightlines.
Fix a slope p that is negative and large in absolute value. Let qo be the
leftmost line with slope p such that R is strictlydominantto the right of q0.
Then inductivelydefine q,, for n ? 1 as the leftmost translationof qo such that
R is a strictbest response at any state to the right of qn even for a playerwho
expects others to choose L when to the left of qn- 1 and R to the right. Since
this is the strategy profile that makes R the least appealing among not yet
eliminatedprofiles,R must be playedto the right of qn.
Let Q be the limit of the qn's as n goes to infinity.R must be played to the
right of Q. Moreover,there must be at least one point on Q where a player
wouldbe indifferentbetween R and L if she believed that otherswould choose
R when to the right of Q and L to the left. Otherwise,the iterative process
would have gone beyond Q.12'3 Considersuch a player;let us call her 'A'. We
will show that under A's beliefs, in the limit as T -> 0 and then k -* oo, the
proportionof R players among the opponents A expects to meet duringher
lock-in period convergesto one half. Moreover,A meets all of her opponents
very quicklyin the limit, so her discountrate r plays essentiallyno role. Thus,
since she is willing to play L, it must be that Bt converges to a number no
greaterthan B1 2.14 Since Q can be taken as close to verticalas we like, R must
be played at any state to the right of B1/2 in the limit.
12There might be only one point of indifference since we restrict the shape of Q. If the shape of
Q were unrestricted (as in the construction of F), a player would be indifferent at all points.
13
We are implicitly assuming that the relative payoff from choosing R is a continuous function of
the state; the proof does not make this assumption.
14Recall that if a player expects her opponent to play R with probability p, the state at which she
is indifferent is BP. Thus, if she is willing to play L, the state must be no greater than BP.
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It remains to count how many of A's opponents she expects to play R.
Suppose A revises her action at time t + T, after observingthe state (B,, X1).
While locked into her new action, she will meet a sequence of opponents.We
divide them into three groups:"new"players,"old" players,and "same-time"
players.A playeris old if, at the time of his matchwith A, he will be locked into
an action that he will have chosen at or before time t. A new playeris one who
will have chosen his action after time t + T. A same-timeplayerwill have chosen
his action simultaneously with A, at time t + T.

The expected number of old players equals the expected number of new
players. Why? If we select one of A's matches at random, knowing nothing
about when she or her opponentchose her action, the probabilitythat A chose
first equals the probabilitythat her opponent chose first. This is because all
playershave the same rate of revisionopportunities.Thus,over A's lifetime, she
is expected to meet the same number of new and old opponents. Since the
currentperiod of commitmentis, ex ante, the same as any other, the expected
numbersof new and old playersin the period must also be equal.
We now count the proportionof R players A expects to meet while locked
into her action when we first take T to zero and then take k to infinity.Since
this means that kT goes to zero, the set of same-time opponents becomes
negligible.Hence, half of A's opponentswill be old playersin the limit;of these,
Xt will play R. Half of A's opponentswill be new players;we will show that
under A's beliefs, the probabilitythat a new playerplays R convergesto 1 - X,.
Therefore,the expectedproportionof R playersindeed convergesto
1
(5)

1

1

_ Xt + - (-Xt)=2

How does A forecast the behavior of new players? Suppose that, as A
believes, all playersdo choose R when to the rightof Q and L when to the left.
While the state is to the right of Q, all playerscurrentlyplaying L switchto R
when they get the chance. In each period v, a measure kr of players have
chances to change actions. The proportion of L players is 1 -X,, so X,
increases by kT(l - X) Similarly, when B, < Q(X,), players switch from R to
L, and the proportionof R playersis Xv, so X, decreasesby kTXV.
Figure 4 illustratesthese dynamics.Recall that A chooses her action when
the state is on Q; considerwhat happensafterwards.The dynamicsare unstable
since the changesin X alwayspull us furtherawayfrom Q. These dynamicswill
Q
-=

kX

FIGURE 4.-Local

X

=k(1-XV)

dynamics around Q.
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eventuallylead to a bifurcation:a time beyondwhich the state remainson one
side of the line until X (almost)reaches either 0 or 1.15
The basic propertiesof bifurcationsare presented in Lemma 1 (see Section
3.4 below). By the lemma, in the limit as -> 0 and then k -> oo, two things
happen.First, the bifurcationtime goes to zero relativeto A's expected lock-in
time, 1/k. This means that essentiallyall of A's new opponentswill have chosen
their actions afterthe bifurcation.Hence, either all new opponentschoose R (if
there is an upwardbifurcation)or all choose L (if the bifurcationis downward).
Second, the probabilityof an upwardbifurcationconvergesto 1 - X,. Thus, the
probabilitythat a "new"playerwill play R convergesto 1 - X1, as claimed.
T

3.3. Intuitionfor Theorem 2

The intuition is essentiallythe same as for Theorem 1, with one exception.
With nonvanishingfrictions,a player'sexpectedlock-intime does not go to zero.
If she is impatient,she puts more weight on old players than on new players.
This is because old players are typicallyencounteredearlier than new players
duringthe lock-inperiod.This means that in equation(5), she puts a weight of
more than one half on the X, and less than one half on the 1-X . Thus, a
higherX, makes R a more appealingchoice. As a result,the divisionline is not
vertical but rather slopes downward.16
The rest of the argumentis still valid.
The relevant propertiesof bifurcationsstill hold since they depend only on k
becominglarge relative to a- and ,u. The intuitionfor this is explainedbelow.

3.4. BifurcationProperties

Both theorems rely on two crucial properties of the dynamicalsystem depicted in Figure 4: when B1 = Q(X1),(a) the systembifurcatesvery quicklyand
(b) the ratio of probabilitiesof an upwardand downwardbifurcationconverges
to the ratio of the speeds at which the systemmoves up and down,(1 - X)/XI.
Lemmas1 and 2 state these propertiesfor the cases correspondingto Theorems
1 and 2, respectively.An intuition follows; rigorous proofs appear in the
Appendix.
We formallydefine a bifurcationas follows.Fix a small 8 > 0 that is less than
the smaller of the distances from X, to 0 and 1.17 If (Bt, X) is within one
horizontaljumpof Q,18the (random)timeof a 8-bifurcationis the last time v ? t
at which the state is within one horizontaljump of Q before X reaches a
15Notethat X never actuallyreaches 0 or 1, since for every given length of time there is a
positivefractionof playerswho have not yet receiveda chanceto changetheir actions.
16Because of this,we cannotdo the iterationswith straightlines as in Theorem1. Instead,we use
translationsof the curve B"(. For details,see the proof.
17Le., 8 <
min{Xt,1 - Xt}.
This holds if r + ,u-< Bt - Q(Xt) < U + y7
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8-neighborhoodof either zero or one.19We say that the bifurcationis upwardif,
followingthe bifurcation,the state remainsto the right of Q (so that X grows
towards1). Otherwiseit is a downwardbifurcation.
LEMMA 1: Fix aC, /l, and 8. Let Q:[0, 1]D-*i
be any strictly decreasing,
continuously differentiablefunction. Consider the dynamical system depicted in
Figure 4.20 For any ? > 0, there is a k and a function T () > 0 such that if k > k and
T < T(k), and if (Bt, X1) is within one horizontaljump of Q, then:
1. with probabilityat least 1 - 8, a 8-bifurcationwill happen within time e/k;
2. the probabilitythat the bifurcationwill be upward is within 8 of 1 - Xt.
LEMMA 2: Fix k. Let Q:[O,1] -> i be any strictly decreasing, continuously
differentiablefunction. Consider the dynamical system depicted in Figure 4. For any
there are oa>0, pt>0 and a function T ()>O such that if a <o, I tII<I,
?>0,
and T < -(Ku), and if (Bp, X1) is within one horizontaljump of Q, then:
1. with probabilityat least 1 - 8, a 8-bifurcationwill happen within time 8/k;
2. the probabilitythat the bifurcationwill be upward is within 8 of 1 - Xt.

3.5. Intuitionsfor Lemmas 1 and 2

We begin with intuition for Lemma 2. Lemma 1 will follow by a change of
variables.It is convenientto linearizethe dynamicalsystem:let Dt = Bt - Q(X),
so that IDt Iis the horizontaldistancebetween the state and Q. We can thinkof
the process D as the sum of a randomcomponent(mean zero jumpsof + oW-;)
and two deterministic trends: positive jumps of approximatelyART = k(1 X)J Q'(X) IT when D is positive and negative jumps of about - ALT =
-kXI Q'(X) IT when D is negative. (We can ignore the

,AT

term since

l/k

goes to zero.) The trends AR and AL are depictedin Figure 5.
An upward (downward)bifurcation of (B, X) corresponds to a positive
(negative)bifurcationof D: a time after which D remainspositive(negative)for
some long period. The smaller is the 8-neighborhoodthat X must reach, the
longer D must remain positive (or negative) for a bifurcationto occur. The
reasoningbehind Theorems1 and 2 is that by taking 8 to be very small,we can
ignore what happensin the distantfuture after X reaches a 8-neighborhoodof
AL

tA

<

0
FIGURE5.-Deterministic

D,
component of D.

19If X, equals 0 or 1, 8 can be any small positive number. The bifurcation time is then the last
time at which the state is close to Q before X comes within 8 of 1 or 0, respectively.
20In this system, B,-B,equals Aur+?o;r with equal probabilities. X,-X
_ equals
if B__ < Q(XV T) and kr(1 -XV_T) if BVT > Q(XV-T). If BvT = Q(XV-T), XI)
-k-X__
XI_ T can take any value in [- kTX _T, kr(1 -X T)I]
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zero or one. We will approximatethis case of small 8 by considering the
probabilitiesthat D will stay positiveor negativeforever.
The first claim of Lemma2, that the bifurcationoccurs almost instantlywith
high probability,is very intuitive.If D spends some time on one side of 0, the
deterministic trend will take it further away from 0. The strength of the
deterministictrend dependson Xt, on the slope of Q, and on k, all of whichare
approximatelyconstant.While the deterministictrend takes D awayfrom 0, the
randomjumpscould move D in either direction.However,as the randomjumps
shrink,so does the chance that they will be strongenough(relativeto the trend)
to take D back to 0. This means that an increasinglyshort stay on one side of 0
suffices to make a bifurcationvery likely. Hence, a bifurcationmust happen
quicklywith high probability.
To compute the odds of a positive vs. a negative bifurcation,we use several
approximations.First, since X changes little before the bifurcation,the trends
AR and AL can be treated as a fixed constant (kI Q'(X,) I)times the constants
1 - Xe and Xt, respectively.Moreover,since T is taken to zero before the other
limits,we can treat D as movingin a continuousway.With this last approximation, D can be said to bifurcateat time v if DU=0 and Ds =A0 for all s > v.
Supposethat D, = 0. Let P T be the probabilityof a positivebifurcationof D
occurringat any time after t. Let P I be the probabilityof a negativebifurcation. For any constanty > 0, let P, and P, respectively,be the probabilitiesof
a positive and negative bifurcationoccurringat some time v E [t, t + y]. We
claimthat the ratio P T/P I of bifurcationprobabilitiesequalsthe ratio P IIP
Why? Let P,, = P, + P, . If there is no bifurcation in the interval [t, t + y], then

D must equal 0 at some time v > t + y. As of time v, the probabilityof an
upwardsbifurcationis once again P T. Thus, P T = P?T+ (1 - P )PT. This shows
that PT = P 7P,,. Likewise, P I = P, 7P,,. Therefore, P T/sP I = P7T/P,,.
Since this equalityholds for all y, it also holds as y goes to zero. This limit
turns out to be easy to compute. For an upwards bifurcation to occur in
[t, t + -y], two things must happen. First, D must be positive at time t + y.
Second, D must remain positive forever after. Where is D at t + y? Since
Dt =0, the value of D at time t + y is dominatedby the noise in B. This is
because the standarddeviation of Bt+ Y- Bt is proportionalto
, while the
linear trends AR and AL (comingfrom changesin X) producea changeof order
only y. For small y, C//y is arbitrarilylarge. So for small 'y we can treat the
distributionTy of Dt+,l as approximatelysymmetricaroundzero. (In particular,
it is approximatelynormalwith mean 0 and standarddeviation V-YK).21
Given that D is positive at t + y, what is the probabilitythat it remains so
forever after? If Dt+= z and z is small, this probabilityis approximately
proportionalto the distance z times the trend AR. This relies only on the fact
that a randomwalk has i.i.d. increments.To see why, let p be this probability,
21This property of Brownian motions, that the noise swamps any linear trend over short intervals,
is an implication of independent increments. See note 26 in Section 5.1.
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and considerwhat happensif D,, starts twice as far away,at 2z. What is the
probabilitythat D never hits zero? It is the probabilityp that D never hits z,
plus the probability1 -p that D hits z times the probabilityp that, from z, D
never reaches zero. This is p + (1 - p)p, which is approximately2p since, for
small z, 1 - p is close to one. This shows that the probabilitythat D never hits
zero if it startsat z is approximatelyproportionalto z for small z.
Whyis this probabilityalso approximatelyproportionalto AR?Let us multiply
the time scale by 4 and the space scale by 2, givinga new process D. = 2DV,/4.
As long as D and D remain positive, both have constant trends, so they have
the same variance:
var(Dw- Du) = var(2Dw/4- 2D/4) 4)=
=

2(W

v)

=

/(w/4 - v/4)

var(Dw,- D,).

The new process D begins at 2z. Since the time scale is stretchedby twice the
space scale, the trend of D is AR/2, half the trend of D. But a change in the
scalingcannot affect the probabilityof never hittingzero, which must still be p
after doubling the initial distance z and halving the trend AR. Since the
probabilitythat D never hits zero is linear in z, it must also be linear in AR.
Hence, if Dt+,, = z and z is small,the probabilitythat D,, remainspositivefor
all v > t + y is proportionalto zAR. Since most of the weight of the c.d.f. Ty of
z is close to zero, the probabilityP is approximatelyproportionalto
f__zA

dT4(z) = ARJ_zdTI(z).

The probabilityP that D has a negative bifurcationin [t, t + -y] is approximately proportionalto
f

| z IALdIIIY(z) f_ Z ALdlItY(z) = AL _ozdlIt7(z)

because I, is approximatelysymmetric.Therefore, the ratio Pet/Pet equals
AR/AL as y goes to zero. This ratio is approximately
(1 -Xt)/Xt. This explains
why the relativeprobabilityof bifurcatingup vs. down convergesto (1 -Xt)lXt
as T and then a- and ,u shrinkto zero.
Lemma1 followsfrom Lemma2 by a changeof variables.We stretchthe time
scale by replacing Bt with Bt= Bt/k and Xt with Xt= Xt/k. In the new time
coordinates,the rate of change of X is fixedwhile the variance u/k and trend
A/k of B shrinkto zero, so Lemma2 can be applied.
4.

RELATION TO THE LITERATURE

This paper is related to two researchprograms.The first studies how connections among "nearby"games can determinehow rationalplayerswill behave in
a given game. The second is the literatureon dynamicpopulationmodels.
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ConnectionsAmong Nearby Games

Our frameworkis closely related to that of Carlssonand van Damme (1993)
(henceforth,CvD).22That paper studies a one-shot 2 x 2 game whose payoffs
are not commonknowledge.Rather, each playerreceives a slightlynoisy signal
of the true payoffs.The space of possible payoffs includes regions where each
action is strictlydominant.Iterative strict dominancegives rise to a contagion
effect that starts from these regions and determines how players will play
throughoutthe space of possible payoffs.For small enough noise in the signals,
the playersmust play the risk-dominantequilibriumof the true game.
There is an analogybetween CvD'sgame and our own. Since CvD'sgame has
incomplete information,a player must consider what opponents of different
typeswill do. (In CvD, a player'stype is her signal.)The correlationbetween the
two players'signalsleads playersto focus on opponentswhose types are close to
their own. This (together with the dominance regions) is what causes the
contagion effect. In our model, payoffs change randomly.Thus, a player who
wishes to predictwhat playerswill choose after her must considera distribution
of possible"types",each seeing differentpayoffs.The persistenceof the random
walkplaysa role similarto that of correlationin CvD:most of these playerswill
choose actions at states that are close to that at which the given playerchooses
her action.
However, there is a fundamentaldifference. In our model, when a player
chooses her action,half of her futureopponentshave alreadychosen theirs.Any
reasoningshe does aboutwhat differenttypes of playersmust do can relate only
to the half who have not chosen their actions yet. This contrastswith CvD,
where a player'sconclusionsfrom tracingother players'decisionproblemsapply
to all of her potential opponents.
Indeed, trying to apply CvD's technique directly to our model (i.e., doing
iterative dominanceon the payoff parameteralone) establishes only a weaker
result: that an action must be played if it is better than 1/4-dominant. No
prediction can be reached if B1 is greater than B3/4 but less than B1/4.
Formally,doing iterativedominanceon B1 alone is equivalentto iteratingwith
vertical lines. Suppose that such an iterative process startingfrom the region
where R is strictlydominantends at B, = b. Considera playerwho picks actions
at X, = 0 with B, slightlygreaterthan b. We know that she is willingto play R.
With smallfrictions,she cares only about the verynear future,when the random
walk is equallylikelyto be above or below b. Therefore,she expectsthat half of
the new playerswill play R and half L. Since all old playersare playing L, she
expects just a quarter of her opponents to play R. Hence, Bt must be B1/4.
Similarly,iteratingfrom the left also stops short of B1 2, at B3/4.
The key to our strongerresult is observingthat the new and old playersoffset
each other. The reason is that once the population starts shifting towards a
given action, the speed at which this occurs is proportionalto the size of the
22See also Morris, Rob, and Shin (1995) and Frankel, Morris, and Pauzner (2000).
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population currentlyplaying the other action. On the curve Q, these speeds
govern the bifurcationprobabilities.23Hence, when the proportion X, of old
playersplaying R is low, the chance 1 -X1 that the new playerswill play R is
high. When the payoffweight on the two groupsis equal (i.e., when frictionsare
small or playersare patient),this leads to a strongselection result: X, plays no
role at all in a player'sdecision. When old players receive more weight (i.e.,
when frictionsare large and playersare impatient),there is historydependence
since the new playersonly partiallyoffset the old.
To see more clearlythe differencebetween our model and a static model of
incomplete informationgame, it is instructiveto look at the model of Matsui
(1998). His also has a payoff parameterthat changes randomlyin each period.
There is a sequence of players,each of whom chooses one action. Unlike in our
model, each player'spayoffcomes only from her interactionwith the playerwho
chooses after her. Matsui shows that his model is isomorphic to a static
incompleteinformationgame like that of CvD. Such an isomorphismcannot be
found with our model, since the actions of past players(capturedby the state
variable X1) are payoff-relevant.The lack of such an isomorphismis most
obvious in the case of small noise and large frictions,where we find history
dependence.
Dynamic Population Models

There is an extensiveliteraturethat studiesmodels in whichplayersin a large
populationare randomlymatched,from time to time, to play some normal-form
game. With less than fully rational players and mutations, these models can
yield equilibriumselection in the form of a long-runergodic distributionwith
most of its weight on a given equilibrium.24
Our model, which assumes fully rational players, is most related to that of
Matsui and Matsuyama(1995) (henceforth, MM). The essential difference
between the two models is that payoffs in MM are fixed. In our model this
correspondsto taking B1 as a constant parameter.Figure 6 illustrateswhat
happens with constant Bt, in the case of small frictions (which is the case on
which MM focus). To the left of <1, only L can be selected in any rational
expectationsequilibrium.R must be chosen to the right of /2.25 Between the
curves,there are multipleequilibria,includingone in whichplayersalwaysselect
R and another in which they alwayschoose L. However,MM find supportfor
the prediction that the risk-dominantequilibriumof the static game is more
likely to be played, since it is 'globally accessible' and 'uniquely absorbing.'
23This follows from our assumption that payoffs change frequently (i.e., that r tends to zero
faster than anything else). This point is discussed further in Section 5.1.
24Examples include Foster and Young (1990), Fudenberg and Harris (1992), Kandori, Mailath,
and Rob (1993), and Young (1993). Models of bounded rationality with local interaction yield faster
convergence; see, for example, Ellison (1993) and Blume (1993).
25These curves correspond roughly to go and f0 in Figure 1. In the limit as frictions vanish, this
correspondence is exact.
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FIGURE6. -Case of constant B,, corresponding to MM.

Suppose,e.g., that Bo > B1/2. Since the initial state must be to the rightof /1< it
is an equilibriumfor all players to choose R for any initial value Xo:R is
'globallyaccessible.'Moreover,if X0 is large enough,the initial state lies above
K2, so all playersmust choose R. Hence, R is also 'uniquelyabsorbing.'
Our model shows that with stochasticpayoff changes, the area between /1
and /2 splits into two regions.The part to the left of B1/2 joins the area where
playersmust choose L, while the part to the right of B1/2 joins the area where
they must choose R. Moreover,the changes in payoffs make the model dominance-solvable.
5.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

5.1. TheAssumption of FrequentJumps in the Random Walk

For all of our resultswe take the time T betweenjumpsof the randomwalkto
be small given the other key parametersof the model, k and a. Without this,
there could be regionswith multipleequilibria.To see why, considerthe group
of players who choose actions simultaneouslyin a given period. This group
constitutesa proportionkr of the players.If they all choose the action a, their
relativepayoff to playinga is increased,and this mightjustifytheir choice.
The group'schoice affects their relativepayoffin two ways.First,membersof
the group may play each other. To make this effect negligible,we take T small
given k, so that kr is small.An analogousissue emergesin the static incomplete
informationgame of CvD (1993). There, multiple equilibriamight arise if the
probabilitythat the two playerssee the same signalof the true payoffparameter
is large. CvD make this probabilityzero by assuming a continuous signal
distribution.
A second consideration,which has no analoguein CvD's model, comes from
the dynamic structure of our model: if the kr others pick R, X will rise,
possibly moving the state into a region where yet more players will pick R.
Taking r small given k and o- eliminates this possibilityby ensuringthat the
effect of the players' simultaneous action choices, which is of order kr, is
swampedby the randomjumpsin B, which are of size o-Vr.26
26

The property that the noise of is proportional to the square root of the time T between jumps
is a consequence of the random walk having independent increments. The change in B. over a given
interval of length, say, 1, is the sum of 1/T independent jumps. The only way this sum can retain a
nontrivial variance as T shrinks is if the size of each jump is of order si?;.
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5.2. Extensions
The Stochastic Process
We assume that payoffs change according to a random walk. However, our
results remain valid if payoffs follow any discrete process with independent,
stationary increments.27 For example, the jump in each period might be normally distributed. Or the waiting times between jumps might themselves be
random. As r shrinks, all such processes behave in essentially the same way and
share the properties of a random walk that we use. Our results also hold when r
equals zero, so that B is a Brownian motion and time is continuous (see Burdzy,
Frankel, and Pauzner (1997, 1998)). Hence, there is continuity at the limit.
The assumption of independent, stationary increments can also be weakened.
B may be any strictly increasing, continuously differentiable function of a
random walk, as long as it can reach values at which either action is strictly
dominant.28This lets B represent bounded processes such as prices or temperatures. Our results also hold if the trend parameter, rather than being constant, is
any bounded Lipschitz function of t and B,. For instance, the trend may have a
seasonal component or be mean-reverting. Our results may be of greater
interest with mean-reverting processes. This is because a random walk tends to
wander away from B1/2 to regions where one action is strictly dominant; a mean
reverting process with mean close to B1/2 spends a positive fraction of its time
in the area where the static game has multiple equilibria.
In the case we study (small r), the stochastic process changes almost continuously over time. For some applications, it may be more natural to assume that in
addition to its small frequent jumps, B also has large infrequent jumps at
random times. Theorem 1 holds for any such process, since during a player's
shrinking lock-in period the chance of a large jump becomes very small. For
Theorem 2, the noise can become small in two ways: the large jumps may
become less and less frequent, or they may retain their frequency but become
smaller and smaller. Theorem 2 holds in both cases. The reason is that the
bifurcation occurs earlier and earlier, so that the probability that a random jump
will precede the bifurcation goes to zero; hence, infrequent jumps have almost
no effect on the dynamics of X.

Dominance Regions and Monotonicity
We assume that extreme values of Bt make either action strictly dominant
and that the relative payoff to R against either action is strictly increasing in Bt.
The first assumption gives the contagion argument a place to start. The second
27Stationarity means that the distribution of increments over a given time interval can depend
only on its length.
28This is because any such transformation of B is equivalent to a change in the utility function:
instead of u(a, a', Bt) where B1=g(Bt), we use the utility function u(a, a', Bt) = u(a, a', g(Bt)).
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guarantees that the iterations starting from the two dominance regions will
meet.
If these assumptions do not hold, the following weaker version of Theorem 1
can still be proved. Assume only that the game has strategic complementarities
( A(R, B) > A(L, Bt)) and that A(a, B) is continuously differentiable in Bt. Let
b be any value of Bt at which R is strictly dominant. Let (b, b) be the largest
(potentially infinite) interval that includes b, such that R is risk-dominant (and
L is not) throughout the interval. In the limit as r -> 0 and then k -> oo, R must
be played at all points in this interval. An analogous result can be proved for L.

DifferentRevision Rates
Our model assumes that a player's rate of action revision opportunities is
independent of the action she is currently playing. With differing revision rates,
players still choose the risk-dominant action in the case of small frictions
(Theorem 1). To see why, let ka be the revision rate of a player currently locked
into action a. We compute the relative payoff of player 'A' (p. 12) to playing R
vs. L by first conditioning on bifurcations in each direction. If A knew that the
bifurcation would be upward, she would play R from now on. By picking L
rather than R, she loses utility only until her next revision opportunity, when
she will switch to R. These opportunities arrive at rate kL, which equals the rate
at which all other players change actions (since only L players switch). Hence,
her expected numbers of new and old opponents while she is locked into L are
still equal.29 Xt of the old players and all of the new players play R, so the
expected number of R players is approximately 1/2 + Xt/2. The expected
lock-in time is 1/kL. Hence, her relative payoff from playing R is
k [
k

? xt

_2_A(RD,t 2B) +

1-X

~

2

1
A(L
I~/Bt)]I

Similarly, conditional on a downward bifurcation, the relative payoff from R is

kR

AR,IBt?+
+(2-X2
_2
)+(

A(LIB)].

)(,t

The probabilities of upward and downward bifurcations are proportional to the
speeds at which X moves up and down, kL(1 -X) and kRXt. Therefore, the
29More precisely, since R players never change their actions in an upward bifurcation, their
revision rate is irrelevant. So for the purposes of computation, we can assume that the R players
also have the revision rate kL and hence that the expected numbers of new and old opponents are
equal.
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(unconditional) relative payoff to choosing R is proportional to

? xt
kL(l-X)

kL

22

__1
_ _

A(R, B) +

2
~~2JA(L, B)I

+ kRXty [+2A(R1 B) + (2

) A(L, Bt)]

1
=- [ (R, Bt) + A(L, Bt)]
2
Thus, the division line is again vertical at B1/2.
In the case of small noise, the weight on old players depends on the revision
rate corresponding to each direction of bifurcation. Hence, the revision rates
do not cancel out in the computation. The result is qualitatively the same as
in Theorem 2, but the division line now depends on the two revision rates, kR
and kL.
Homogeneity of Players
We assume all players have the same payoff function. Suppose instead that
the payoff of player i E [0, 1] is u(a, a', Bt + 6j). Assume that most of the players
have taste parameters Oi in the range [ 0, 0']: no more than ? are below 0, while
no more than e' are above 6'. A modification of our argument shows that as
frictions vanish, at least 1-e of the players choose R when Bt > B1/2 -e/2 - 0
and at least 1- e' choose L when Bt B1/2+ '/2 _ 0'. This shows that there is
continuity: when most of the players have very similar tastes, our results hold
approximately.
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APPENDIX: PROOFS
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

We show that R must be played for Bt > B 1/2 + _; the proof that L must be played for
is analogous. Let q_ 1(x) = oo. For n 2 0, let qn(x) = - Bx/3 + A,, where A,, is the
Bt < B1/2 smallest constant such that at all states (Bt, Xt) to the right of q,, (i.e., satisfying Bt > q,(Xt)), R is a
strict best response if all other players are expected to choose R whenever the state is to the right of
q,,- 1 and L otherwise. Since R is strictly dominant for large enough B,, q,(x) must be finite for all
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n

2

0. By strategic complementarities,

< q, - 1(x). Moreover,

q,(x)

by the existence

of a dominance

region for L, the sequence (q,(x)), 2 -1 is bounded below. Hence Q(x) = lim, ,,q,,(x) exists and is
finite.
All players must choose R when the state is to the right of Q. Since the iterative process stops at
Q, there must also be states arbitrarily close to (or on) Q at which a player is willing to choose L if
she thinks that all others will choose R when to the right of Q and L otherwise. Let 'A' denote a
player with these beliefs who observes such a state (b, x) and then chooses an action at time t. (Note
that b, x, and Q are all functions of k and T.) We can assume that (b, x) is within one horizontal
jump of Q. Let T( ) be small enough that this implies b - Q(x) < 8/3.30 By (2),
0

E

mT(1D

Taking

T

e-'(-')[Xv

+ (1-XV)A(LXBv)]]

A(R,Bv)

to zero for any given k, the right-hand side converges to
E[

me-(k+r)(v-t)[XvA(R,

f

since limr -(1
(6)

kT)

=t, t+ 7 . ...

f

v =t

-

e=k(t).

kT)(v-t)/T-

Bv) + (1 -XV)A(L, Bv)]dv]

Since A is a continuous function, as koo

this converges to

me-(k+r)(v-t)[E(Xv) A(R, b) + (1 - E(Xv)) A(L, b)]dv.

By Lemma 1, for any 8 E (0, min(x, 1 - x)), in the limit as first T -* 0 and then k -o o player A
expects a (-bifurcation to happen almost instantaneously relative to her expected lock-in time, 1/k.
The probability that the (-bifurcation will be upwards is 1 - x. Since 8 can be arbitrarily small,
E(XV)

converges

to

(1 -x)(1

-(1

-x)e-k

v) + x(xe-k v) = 1 -x

+ (2x-

1)e-k

v. Therefore,

the

(nonpositive) relative payoff from choosing R converges to

f

me-(k+r)(vt')((1

-x+

(2x-

1)e-kv) A(R,b)

+ (x-

(2x-

1)e-kv) A(L,b))dv

t) =t

m

[rx+k

I

b) + t1-2
k~+ r2k[2k+r r(RX 2k,b+
-k+r
r1

]

ix+k
-

A
(L,

b).

As k -oo the expression in square brackets converges to 1}A(R,b) + 1}A(L,b). But -}A(R, B1/2)
+ 2A(L, B1/2) = 0. So for any 8> 0, if k is sufficiently large and T is small enough given k, then b
must be less than B1/2 + s/3. Since dQ(x)/dx = - 8/3, lb - Q(x)l < s/3, and R must be played to
the right of Q, it follows that R must be played whenever Bt > B1/2 + 8.
Q.E.D.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

The proof follows the lines of the proof of Theorem 1, so we simply sketch the differences.
Instead of doing the iterations with lines of a fixed slope, we use translations of BI(x), where
h(x) = (rx + k)/(2k + r). (It is straightforward to check that B0(x) is strictly decreasing and
continuously differentiable in x.) Suppose player A is willing to choose L at a state (b, x) satisfying
lb - Q(x)l < 8/2 on the belief that others will play according to Q. By Lemma 2, in the limit as
T -* 0 and then a-, A -* 0, player A expects an instantaneous bifurcation, with the probability 1 - x
that it will be upwards. As in the proof of Theorem 1, her (nonpositive) relative payoff from choosing
+1 IAIT, we must have b - Q(x) < 8/3 if T< min{t/3J,[8/3a-]2},
30Since b - Q(x) < ov
we can guarantee by choosing .1( -) to be smaller than min {8/3 a, [s/3 ]2.

which
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R is proportional to
rx + k
rx +k
2k (R, b) + 1z(L,
2k + t
2k+rJ

b)

in the limit. This expression is zero precisely when b = BI(x). Hence, we can choose o- and y
sufficiently small, and T small enough given a, so that b < BI(x) + 8/2. Since lb - Q(x)l < s/2, Q
must be within - of B'( ). But R must be played to the right of Q. The proof that L must be played
whenever B, < BI(x,) - 8 is analogous.
Q.E.D.
PROOF OF LEMMA 2

Time of Bifurcation
Let Dt = B, - Q(X,). Claim 1 says that a bifurcation is virtually guaranteed if D, reaches a
distance of order a-2 from 0.
CLAIM 1: There are c < oo,A > 0, and %0() > 0, such that for any C, if I A I< A and T < T0(),
then once ID I exceeds c -2, the probabilityexceeds 1 - 8/2 that X will reach a 8-neighborhoodof 0 or
1 without the state (B, X) ever again being within one horizontaljlump of Q.31

PROOF:Let Q' and Q' be (strictly positive and finite) upper and lower bounds on IQ'(x) 1.These
bounds exist because Q is strictly negative and continuous over the compact interval [0, 1]. When on
one side of Q, the mean of ID, I changes at a rate no less than A = kQ'8 - I 1, since min(1 Xt, X,) > 8. Let / = kQ'8/2, so that A is strictly positive if I I< A. Then if IDtI = c2, the chance
of hitting Q before X-reaches a 8-neighborhood of 0 or 1 is less than e-2cA in the limit as T -* 0
(see Karlin and Taylor (1975)).32 So letting c = ln(2/8)/(kQ'8),
once ID, I equals c 2, the
probability exceeds 1 - 8/2 that the state will reach a 8-neighborhood of 0 or 1 without ever again
being within one horizontal jump of Q.
Q.E.D.(Claini1)
We now show that for small a-2, I D Ireaches ca2 quickly with high probability. Claim 2 shows
that independently of the state at time t, by time t + a-2 the noise in B takes us on the order of a-2
away from Q with positive probability:
CLAIM 2: These are constants Pi > 0 and c1 > 0, and a function 1()> 0, such that for any (J2,
- Q(Xt +,2) 1> cl o2 is greaterthan P.
B, and Xt, if T < m1(o-),then the probabilitythat IB
PROOF:
Pr(l Bt+

2 - Q(Xt+,2)

?Pr(IB,+

1> clo2)

2-Q(X,)I-IQ(X1+,2)

-Q(X,)

I>cl12)

2 Pr(I B,+ r2- Q(X,) I> (cl + kQ')f-2)
since I Q(X+1 2) - Q(X,) I< kQ'-2. But the probability that the difference between a random
variable B,+, 2 and a given number Q(Xt) exceeds some number (c, + kQ')f-2 is at least the
probability that the difference between the random variable and its mean exceeds this number.
31For brevity, Claim 1 only addresses the case in which X, is not 0 or 1. Otherwise, the same
proof guarantees a bifurcation only if D reaches + d (in the case X, = 0) or - d (in the case X, = 1).
This is not a problem since in Part 2 we will show that the probability of reaching the 'correct' d is
nearly 1 in the limit.
32This uses the fact, from Billingsley (1968), that as T -* 0, B converges to a Brownian motion
with variance f 2 and drift A.
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Thus,
Pr(I B,+

r2 - Q(Xt)

I> (c1 +

kQ')oT2) 2 Pr(I B,+ ,2-E(B,+

,2

IB,) I> (cl

+ kQ')f-2).

As T shrinks the increment B,+2 - E(B,I+,2 I B1) becomes normal with standard deviation
a-2* o-2 = o-2 (by the central limit theorem). Hence, the last term exceeds some fixed probability
Q.E.D. (Claim 2)
Pi if T is sufficiently small.
Once the state is a distance of order o-2 from Q, there is some chance that it will reach cO-2 in
time of order o-2, at which point a bifurcation is almost guaranteed by Claim 1. Claim 3 shows that
this probability is independent of oCLAIM3: For any c > 0, there are positive constants P2 and C2, independent of a-, and a fiunctioni
> 0, such that if IDL,I= cl -2 and T < T2(0C), then7the probabilitythat IDv?+C2,2 I> co 2 exceeds
P2120

2 1> co-2 and that D is never
PROOF:The given probability exceeds the probability that IDv+2
less than one horizontal jump from zero33 between the times v and V + C2o-2* While D remains on
one side of zero, ID Iis a random walk with a strictly positive trend. Let D be a random walk with
the same variance as D but with zero trend, and assume D,, = ci a-2. The probability that
DV+C2U 2 1> cO-2 exceeds the probability that D exceeds co- 2 at time v + c2 o- 2 and is never within
one horizontal jump of zero between the two times. This probability is approximately Pr(Dv+C2,4 >
4 < -Co-2)
co2)-_ Pr(DV+C2,r
since for small T the reflectionprinciplecan be used. But D +c2.'4 iS
approximately normal for small T, so this probability is close to Pr(N(c, o2, C2o- 4) > co- 2) _
Pr(N(c1 2, C20f 4) < -cO-2), which equals Pr((c - cl)/ /c2 < N(O, 1) < (c + cl)/ /c2), where
N(a, b) denotes a normal random variable with mean a and variance b. This is a positive constant
that does not depend on a-.
Q.E.D.(Claim 3)

Let the times s0, s,.... be given by si = t + i(o-2 +C2 o-2). The chance that the state reaches a
horizontal distance co-2 from Q at or before time si is at least 1 - (1- pp2)l2
This holds because
conditional on not reaching co-2 before time si, the probability of reaching co-2 by time si+ 1 is at
least Pi P2 Why? Regardless of the state's position at time si, at time si + o-2 the probability that
the horizontal distance between the state and Q exceeds c1v 2 is greater than Pl Given that this
happens, the probability that horizontal distance between the state and Q exceeds co-2 at time
si + -2 + C2 -2 is greater than P2.
As o- shrinks, we reach times si for arbitrarily large i before time t + s. Hence, we can find osmall enough that the probability of reaching co-2 before time t + s is at least 1 - 8/2 if o- < o- and
T < min{Tl(o-), 12(0-)}. If, additionally, I AI < A and T < io(o-), then by Claim 1 the chance of a
8-bifurcation before time t + - must be at least 1 - 8.
We have shown that for any 8 > 0 and any large enough c,34 there are o-> 0, r(-) > 0, and A > 0
such that if
-<,o- < T(o-), and I t1 < A, then ID I reaches a distance co-2 with probability
1 - 8/2 within time 8, and once it reaches this distance, a 8-bifurcation has occurred with
probability at least 1 - 8/2. This proves part 1.

Directioniof Bifurcation
Since for c large enough, a bifurcation occurs with probability 1 - 8/2 once a distance co-2 from
Q is reached, it suffices to compute the ratio of probabilities of reaching +co-2 first vs. reaching
- o-2 first. For any ' > 0 we can choose a-, A, and T small enough that the distance c-2
is
reached with probability 1 - 8'/2 within time 8'. During this time, X can change by no more than
33D, is less than one horizontal jump from zero if- oW + A-T< Dt < v/; + A-T.
34By the proof of Claim 1, c is 'large enough' if it exceeds ln(2/8)/(kQ'8).
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ke' (taking T to be small). Hence, the absolute value of the trend in Dt is bounded between two
constants AR < AR when D, is positive and two other constants AL < AL when it is negative, where
these bounds converge to AR = k(1 - X) IQ'(X,)I + A and AL = kX, IQ'(X,) I- A, respectively, as
8' shrinks. The ratio of bifurcation probabilities lies between the ratio corresponding to constant
trends AR and AL and the ratio that comes from AR and AL. This is because more positive trends
make D higher for any given realization of the random component of B (i.e., given any sequence of
signs of B's jumps). Hence, as 8' shrinks, the ratio of bifurcation probabilities converges to that
computed using the constant absolute trends AR and AL. For the remainder of the proof we will
assume constant trends and show that for large enough c, the ratio of the probabilities is
approximately AR/AL, which converges to (1 -X,)X
as A shrinks.
Claim 4 shows that for small T, the relative probability of reaching + co-2 first vs. reaching -Co-2
first depends little on the precise value of Dt as long as it is within one horizontal jump of zero. Let
PT and P I, respectively, be the probabilities of reaching +co-2 first and _ co-2 first on the
assumption that D, equals 0.

/T,

then wheneve- Dt e [- -x/r+
CLAIM4: For any 8' > 0 there is a T> 0 such that if T <,
+ a-V + AJ-T], the probabilityof reaching +co-2(-Co-2)
first is within 8' of P t (P I ).

PROOF:For any D, in the given range and for any small v > 0, the c.d.f. F of D,+ is between
two bounds. The lower bound is the time t + v c.d.f. F of a random walk that starts at
- av-V- I A I-Tand has the constant trend - AL. The upper bound is the time t + v c.d.f. F of a
random walk that starts at a-VT+ I A I-Tand has the trend AR. When T is small, these two bounds
are approximately normal with means - a-VT- I A IT- ALv and a-VT+ I A IT+ ARV, respectively,
and common standard deviation o-x/7. For small v, 4/-/ v is arbitrarily large, so the two bounds
converge to each other (as v and T shrink, with T sufficiently small given v). Let PT(z) be the
probability of an upwards bifurcation when Dt+ = z. Then the probability of an upward bifurcation
is between f,= - ,P (z)df(z) and f= _-, P (z)dF(z). Since P t (z) is always between 0 and 1, the
two integrals converge to each other (see Royden (1968)).
4)
Q.E.D.(Claim
The next claim shows that to compute the probability ratio PT/P
we can focus on what
happens in an arbitrarily short time interval after time t. Given any 71>0, let Pt and PF1
respectively, be the probabilities of an upward and downward co-2-bifurcation occurring at some
time v E [t, t + 71),on the assumption that Dt equals 0. (A co-2-bifurcation occurs at the last time at
which D is within one horizontal jump of zero before reaching ?co- 2.)
CLAIM5: For any 71> O and 8 ' > 0, there is a T > 0 such that if
F77/FT,

T<

, then P t /P t is within 8 ' of

PROOF:Let PF,= PFT+ P, . If there is no cO-2-bifurcation in the interval [t, t + -q), then we must
have D, within one horizontal jump of zero for some s 2 t + -. By Claim 4, for any 8 > 0, if -r is
small enough then the probability of an upward co- 2-bifurcation following time s is in the range
-8)
and PFT+(1-P7F)(PT
This
+8].
[Pt -s,Pt
Thus, Pt is between P7T+(1-P)(Pt
+8).
shows that P T is between
71PT

Likewise, P

- (18 -F1
- pq)

and

PT ++ 8(-0
(
-

Pt)

FPI + 8(-

p )

is between
_

___

____

8PF

__

and
p

Ft
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Therefore, P I</PI is between
-

8(1

71J) and

+ (-

pN + 8 (1-F) pP-

But given -q, we can take

(1-P

small enough that

T

)
B

is negligible relative to the sum P', = P<l + P,7 .
Q.E.D. (Claim
5)

o t/P I equals
By Claim 5, limT 0P t/P I = lim, 0 PJt /P., for any -q>O. Thus, lim
0P
lim 710lim0P7T/Pl, which we now compute. For a co- 2-bifurcation to occur in [t, t + -q),two
things must happen. First, D must not be within one horizontal jump of zero at time t + rq.Second,
D subsequently must reach a distance co- 2 while remaining at least one horizontal jump away from
zero. Let OM S denote the c.d.f. of a normally distributed random variable with mean M and
standard deviation S. By the law of large numbers,
(7)

limOPr(D+t ,7z) e[ A7,
1~~0
LAqR77,

-

'q/7(ZX?-L7,q77/()
P
0V_()

since Dt = 0 by assumption. Claim 6 states that, for almost all values of Dt+,,, the probability
P(D1+ ,) that D reaches a distance co-2 before once again being within one horizontal jump of zero
is approximately proportional to the initial level Dt+ ,, times the trend (which is AR if Dt +,q is
positive and AL if negative). This approximation becomes exact as the constant c in co-2 grows.
CLAIM6: There is a C3 > 0 such that for any a > 0,
lim lim lim

c-o

1-0

P (aj7-q)
= 1 and
;

P(-ab)_

lim lim lim
7 0--0

c--

-oc3aV;qAR

---4o

-1.

c3aV-AL

PROOF:We will show the first equality; the second follows analogously. In the given limit, a/
becomes arbitrarily large relative to the jumps in D and arbitrarily small relative to co-2 Suppose
Dt+,q = a+/; and let a' E (0, a). To reach zero, D must first reach afT. Since D has stationary
increments as long as it remains positive,
lim lim
n -oT-o

P([a -a']C/q)

P(ax?)
=a1
+ (1 -P([a -a'LF))P(a'xF)

But
lim lim P(a'V-)
T)-40

= lim lim P([a - a']C/F) = 0,
40

70o0

so

lim lim
-q o-)0 or

P(f-T)
P ([ a - al '- ]/)+ P (a ' /;

-1.

Since this holds for any a' E (0, a), P(axF) must become proportional to aVe. As for AR,as long as
D remains positive, it is simply a random walk with constant trend AR.For any 1 > 1, consider the
In the limit as T- 0,
process D, = (1/1)D12,.
var(I51 -bD)=

var( -DI2,

-

= o-2(w - v) =

12

jD12V)=

var(D,

-

Dv).
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By the change of variables, P(aC/7) equals the probability that, given that
subsequently reaches co-2/1 before zero. The trend of D is IA. But
lim lim lim Pr(D reaches co-2 before 0| D starts at c-)c o?
q

0

D/2(t+ +,)

=

aij/1,

D

2/1)

'r--,0

lim lim lim Pr(D reaches Ico- 2 before 0 | D starts at C-2)

=

1

since the probability in the second line is greater than the probability that D will never return to
zero if it starts at co-2, which converges to 1 - e- 2cAR as T -* 0 (see Karlin and Taylor (1975)). So
ml

lrn lim

c>co0

q->O 'r->O

Pr(D reaches co-2 before 0 D12(t+,q) = au/I)

=1.

P(a?)

But by prior arguments,
lim

lim

?-7 0 ?--0

Pr(( D reaches co-2 before 0 D12(t
A
Pr(D reaches co-2 beforeG| D12(t

=

+)

=

)
a/)
afT)

so that
lim lim lim

c--O

-O i-O

I P(afT)

- 1.

^P=

Pr(D reaches co2 beforeO0 Dl2(t?+,)=a/')

Since D has the variance of D but trend IAR,P(aC/q) must become proportional to the trend as
well.
Q.E.D.(Clainm 6)
By Claim 6,
*
T7
.
.
I= P(a
= lim lim lim
lim lim lim -2-C >co 70
0o
o PnI
t=P(-a
or>

Cc->CO

)dT.

/idt,

(a+/

)
a/)

where T,, is the c.d.f. of D,+ ,. Since lim,, o0f7/ I- = oo and by (7), T. converges to a c.d.f. of a
normally distributed variable with mean 0 and standard deviation o-C-. Hence, by Claim 6,
Pt T/PI=
AR/AL. This shows that for
limC colimq 0 lim, 0 P tI/P = AR/AL, so limc c lim, c large enough, the relative probability of reaching +co-2 vs. - co-2 first with constant trends AR
and AL is approximately AR/AL for small T.
Q.E.D. (Lemma 2)
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

We replace Bt with B, = Bt/k and X, with X, = Xt/k. The variance of B is -2/k and the trend
is A/k. Since these go to zero as k grows, the odds of an upward vs. a downward bifurcation are as
in Lemma 2. A bifurcation happens with probability 1 - - before time - in the new time units; in
the original time units, it happens with probability 1 - - before time B/k. The time between periods
is Tk in the new time units. To apply the prior argument we require Tk < TLem 2(a-) (where TLem 2
denotes the T of Lemma 2), so we can let T(k) - TLem 2(o-)/k. Since o- is fixed in Lemma 2, i-(k) is
a function of k alone.
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